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GDPR data audit 

A data audit is an essential step in GDPR compliance. First, document what 

personal data your organisation collects, stores, processes and uses. Add a column for each different data 

set. 

 Data set 1 (name) Data set 2 (name) 

Who do we collect data 

from? 

Customer/supplier/employee/other 

 

 

What data do we hold? Name/email address/IP/location/ 

address/cookies/social media likes/etc 

 

Do we hold any special 

category /sensitive data? 

Race/ ethnic origin/ politics/ religion/ 

trade union membership/ genetics/ 

biometrics (where used for ID 

purposes)/ health/ sex life/ sexual 

orientation/etc 

Are children’s ages recorded? Has 

parental consent been obtained? 

 

How was it collected? In person/website form/email/web 

data/paper form/etc 

 

Was consent obtained? 

When and how? 

Record when/how consent was 

obtained to store/process/use data, if at 

all. Can you evidence that consent was 

given? Does consent need to be re-

obtained? 

 

Where is data stored? Emails (eg Outlook)/ CRM/ databases/ 

accounting packages/ Google 
Analytics/ Social media 

channels/spreadsheets/paper 

records/documents/backups/etc 

 

Why is data collected and 

how is it used? 

Emails (eg Outlook) /Social media 

advertising/invoices/paper 

records/email marketing/phone 

calls/direct mail/payslips/Website lead 

tracking/etc 

 

How is the security of data 

protected? 

Encryption/passwords/server 

security/restricted user access/etc 

 

Who is responsible for this 

data? 

Name of staff member  

How long is data kept 

(Retention period)? 

 

How many years? How does this differ 

for the data sets? Are there any 

regulations that govern how long you 

must keep data for? How do you delete 
or destroy data? 

 

How is data deleted if data 

subject requests it? 

What is your internal process for ‘do 

not email’ or deletion requests? 

 

What is the legal basis for 

you holding and using this 

data? 

Consent/ Contract/Legal obligation/ 
Vital interests/ Public task /Legitimate 

interests 

 

 

The disclaimer - Note that this document is not intended to construe legal advice or offer comprehensive guidance. We accept no liability as a consequence 
of noncompliance with relevant legislation. For full information visit the Information Commissioner’s website at https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-
to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/ 
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